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THE OBJECTIVE of this paper is to prove the analog of the results of Stong [ 13) and Hattori [8] 
for almost complex manifolds with framed boundaries. More precisely we will demonstrate: 
THEOREM. All odd primary relation3 among the integral coflomolog,v characteristic 
numbers of compact almost complex manifolds witk compatable framed boundaries are given 
by the integrality of their K-theory characteristic numbers. 
If we denote by MU the unitary Thorn spectrum [IO] [14] and S the sphere spectrum 
there is then a cofibration sequence of spectra 
s-+MU-*MU/s 
defining a spectrum MU/S. The spectrum MU/S has a bordism interpertation [6] in terms 
of compact weakly complex manifolds with compatably framed boundaries. Let us denote 
by BU the spectrum [4] representing h-graded K-theory. Then smashing with the unit of 
the ring spectrum BU provides a morphism of spectra 
u: MU/S -+ BU A MU/S. 
An equivalent formulation of the above theorem is: 
THEOREM. The map qfspectra 
u: MU/S + BU A MU/S 
induces a split monomorphkm 
z@ ZC1,2, -+ K,(MU/S) 0 EC1/21 
of H[1/2]-modules, where E[ l/2] denotes the subring of the rational numbers with denominators 
a power of two. 
As an application of our proof of the above theorem we will reobtain the odd primary 
part of the results of Adams [3] concerning the image of the homomorphism 
ec: 7zSn-I -Q/Z 
thereby reobtaining with the aid of [l] the result of [3] that the odd primary part of Image J 
is a direct summand in x*‘. 
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51 PRELIMISARIES OS E-THEORY CHARACTERISTIC h-l_XBERS 
We will be employing K-theory characteristic numbers for (Cr,fi)-manifolds. The 
standard reference for background material on K-theory characteristic numbers is [14; pp. 
117-1301. 
Let us recall that the cofibration of spectra 
S+MU-+MU/S 
leads to the exact sequence 
where 
0 6 K*(S) + K*(MU) += K*(MU/S) + 0 
i 
i.3: 3 E K*(MCJ) is the Thorn 
Im Y* = class and i. # a I EK*(BU) 
(I E z. 
Thus the K-theory characteristic numbers of (Ll,fi)-manifolds are 
y”[ IV, d W] : (9 # (0) 
where 
yi E K”(BU) : i = 0, 1, . . . 
are the K-theory Chern classes. In the s, notation for characteristic classes the K-theory 
characteristic numbers of (Li,fr)-manifolds arc 
s,P/)[ IV, a W] : Q # 0. 
Observe finally that for a closed (/-manifold C 
s&)[C] = 2[C] = Td[C]. 
the Todd genus of C. However for a general (cl, f )- r manifold (IV, d W), so(y)[ Pi’, aw] is 
not defined and Td[ W, t3 W] is not a K-theory characteristic number of ( W, d W). 
Our objective in this section is to show how relations among the s,,,(y) numbers, 
w # 0, of a closed I/-manifold imply relations on its Todd genus. This we then apply to 
(u,Jr) manifolds. We begin by recalling the Hattori-Stong theorem [8], [13]. 
The Hattori-Stong Theorem 
Let us continue to denote by BU the spectrum representing Z-graded K-theory. There is 
then a natural map 
H:MU-*BUA MU 
obtained by smashing with the unit of the ring spectrum BU. There thus arises a mapping 
H, : n,(MU) + n,(BU A MU) 
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by applying homotopy. Now recalling that 
.rr*(MU) = n*L 
rr,(MU A BU) = K,(MU) 
we may view H, as a mapping 
H, : QeL --* K,(MU). 
The Hattori-Stong theorem may be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM (Hattori- Stong). 7’Ae natural mapping 
H, : fl,” -+ K,(MU) 
is a split monomorphism q/graded abelian groups. 
We are now prepared to establish: 
PROPOSITION 1. I. Suppose that [M] E f12?,” and n f 0 mod p - 1. Assume that p is an 
odd prime and 
s,(7)[hl] z 0 mod p : (0 # 0. 
and hence 
Td[M] E 0 mod p 
CM = PCW 
for some [IV] E QznL’. 
Proof: Let n = g. L’. d. (II, p - I). Then n = ab, p - I = ac for suitable 6, c E Z. Thus 
IIC = abc = b(p - I). 
Hence 
Now recall [14] that 
dim[M]’ = 2abc = dim[CP(p - l)lb. 
s&)[CP(p - I)] E 0 mod p; w# 0. 
We shall riced the following elementary lemma that arises from inductively staring at the 
formula 
s,(‘#I)[N x N”] = c S,*(r)[N’]S,(~)[N”]. 
(I,‘C,‘. =c, 
LEMMA If [A’] E 0,u satisfies 
s,(y)[N] = 0 mod p: 
then the same is true of [NJ” for any s > O.** 
0J # 0 
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Therefore 
L(v)(CW’ - Td(Mj’[ CP(p - l>lb) = 0 mod p; 
But observe that by construction 
Td([M]’ - ?-d[M]‘[ CP(p - l>]b> = 0. 
Thus 
s&)([M]~ - Td[M]‘[ CP(p - I)]‘) = 0 mod p; 
That is all the K-theory characteristic numbers of 
[M-j’ - Td[M]‘[ CP(p - I)]b 
0 # 0. 
all w. 
are congruent to zero modp. Hence by the Hattori-Stong theorem 
(*) CM]’ - Td[M]C[ CP(p - I)]b = p[C] 
for some closed U-manifold C. 
Pass to the quotient ring C&“/b), which is a graded polynomial ring over E, with one 
generator in each even degree. Recall that [ CP(p - l)] may be taken to be the generator in 
dimension 2p - 2. Equation (*) takes on the form 
(*P) [M-J’ = 7-&I4]‘[CP(p - l)]b. 
Now suppose that Td[M]’ f 0 modp. Then unique factorization in the graded poly- 
nomial ring a,“/(p) implies in view of (*p) that 
CM1 = SCCP(P - l>l’ 
for some q # 0 E Z, and s E Z. But this means 
2n = dim M = 2s(p - 1) 
and hence 
n=Omodp-1 
contrary to assumption. Therefore we must conclude that 
Td[M]’ E 0 mod p 
and hence of course 
Td[MJ = 0 mod p 
as desired. 
An application of the Hattori-Stong theorem now completes the proof. Cl 
COROLLARY 1.2 Suppose that p is an odd prime and that n is a positive integer with 
n f 0 mod p - 1. Then the mapping 
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induced by the forgetful homomorphism is an isomorphism and 
is a monomorphism. 
Proof: Consider the commutative diagram 
au a zp 
Q.(P) 
. 
H.(P) I I U.(P) Y.(P) 
KznWJ) 0 h, - Kzn (MU/S) 63 72,. 
It follows from (1.1) that I/*@) * Q,*(P) is a monomorphism. Hence m*(P) is manic. Recall that 
O*(O) : fiznu @ Q -+ flZnu* jr @ Q 
is an ismorphism for positive n. Therefore 
Hence @,*(p) must be an isomorphism. Therefore I/,(~) must be manic, competing the proof. 0 
$2. ON A (U,fi) CELL 
In this section we will introduce an explicit ((1,ji) structure on the cell (E”‘, S’“-‘) and 
compute all the K-theory characteristic numbers of the resulting (cl,ji) manifold. This 
manifold and its s,(y) numbers are crucial to the proof of our main result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ler n be a positive integer. Then there exists a (U, fr) cell (E2”, S2”-‘) 
such that a*[E’“, S2”-‘1 E Q2n_1 = 7~&_~ generates the image of 
5 
Jc : ~Zn-l(W -+ XZn-1 
and 
c,(z) = (n - l)! e2” E H2”(E2”, SZn-l; Z) 
where e2” E H2”(E2”, S”‘-l; Z) is the orientation class. 
Proof: Let us recall that 
K(E’“, S2”-r ) E K(S’“) E Z. 
If 0 E K(S”‘) is the usual generator then [5] 
c,(c) = (n - I)]! zzn E H*“(S”‘; h) 
where zzn is the corresponding usual generator of cohomology. Denote by p E K(E’“, S2”-‘) 
the element corresponding to cr. Clearly we then have 
c,b) = (n - l)! 0’“. 
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Since zE2”) = 0, we may choose /l as a stable tangent bundle for (E’“, S’“-‘) providing 
it with the structure of a (U,fr) manifold. 
Let 4 denote the standard (stable) framing of the stable tangent bundle of S2”-‘. 
There is then a mapping 
e : P- ’ -+ U(N) 
such that the framing of 11 IS”-I is given by 
$ : S2n-l~ c.s x p-1 
where 
lb(S) = (C?(x)&), x) : I E szn- I. 
Via the Pontrjagin-Thorn construction we therefore find 
J,[e]=[S2”-‘,~(IS2”-‘]&~f,_,=R~~_1. 
From the manner in which we chose 11 it follows that 
J&I] = d*[‘!?“, S’“-‘] 
is a generator of 
as required. 0 
Recall [5] that 
Im{Jc : 7r2n-,(U)+ &_,) 
and 
71+*(O) = 0, Z,:n= 1,3mod4. 
Therefore a,[E’“, S’“-r ] generates the image of J,, if tt = 2 mod 4 and is twice a generator 
ifnEOmod4. 
Notation. Henceforth we will write merely (,I?“, S2”-’ ) for the (I/,>) cell with stable 
tangent bundle p E K(E’“, S2”-‘) such that 
c,(p) e (n - l)! e2n. 
Our purposes require that we compute the K-theory characteristic numbers of 
(E2”, s2”- l ). To this end let us note 
s&)[E’“, S’“-‘1 = (chs,(r)[c], 12n) 
where Q, i2” are as above. For according to [14; Lemma p. 
s,(y)[E2”, S2”-‘1 = (chs,(y)T(E’“), 
but since 
T(E2”) = 1 
1191 
e2”), 
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this becomes 
s,(;)[E’“. S’“_ i ] = (chs,(-/), 2”) 
= (c/~s,(y)Cal, 1h) 
by naturality of the Chern character. Thus it suffices to compute 
clr.~,(;l)[a-j E H*(S’“; Q,. 
Introduce the standard collapse map 
2n S’ x S’ x . . . x s’,? s . 
Observe that 
n-factors 
/-*(az,) = 02’ . . . a,“. 
(the exterior tensor product of the canonical generators of R(S’) of the various factors). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 For each positive integer i we have 
q(y)[E’“, P-’ - ] iO( - l)i-j[J j”. 
Proof. Observe that the collapsing map 
f: s’ .& . . , x s2 ~ S?” 
is of degree 1 and so it suffices to compute 
(clrf*s,(~)(a), [S’ x .*. x S’]) 
where [S2 x * * * x S’] EH&.s2 x * . ’ x S’ ; h) is the fundamental homology class. By naturality 
f*si(r)(a> = si(Y>U”(a>> 
and as we have seen 
J’*(a) = D2t . . ’ b2”. 
Let H E K(S') be the canonical line bundle. Then 
o2 = H- 1. 
Thus 
f*(o) = (H(l) - I)(.+.)(H'"' - 1) 
where H"' denotes the pullback of H along the projection on the Ph 5’ factor:As s,(y) is 
primitive 
s,(y)((H"' - 1) ... (H'"' - 1)) = si(y)(H"' - 1) -. . si(y)(H'"' - 1). 
Now recall that for a line bundle L 
and hence 
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Therefore 
si(7>f*("> c . t’ = fi @‘Jr - 1) j=1 
and hence we find by direct computation that 
si(y) = t (__ l)i-j 
j=O 
fp)j + (terms that evaluate to zero 
Ion [S2 x * * + x S2]. 
Since 
we obtain 
(c&P’ * . * H(“Jj), [S2 x S2 x . S2]) = j" 
(chs,(r)f*(a), [S’ x . . . x S’]) = jio( - l)i-j[;) j 
from which the result follows as noted above. 0 
We are still left with the problem of evaluating the above sum, or at least its congruence 
class mod p. I am indebted to my wife Mi-Soo Bae Smith for this next computation. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let p be an odd prime and t a positiae integer. Then 
si(r)CE f 
21(&l-l) s2t(p-11-l (-l)‘+’ modp : ifi-cp 
0 mod p : fi2p. 
Proof: We must recall [7] the following theorem of Fermat. 
THEOREM OF FERMAT. Let a E h, a # 0 and p a prime with p ,f a. Then ape1 = 1 mod p. 
Consider now the sum i (- l)i-i f jr(p-lJ. 
j=o 0 
If p ,f j then p ,fj’and hence we obtain 
J 
NP-1) z 
1 mod p: ifpxj 
Omod p: ifp 1 j. 
Thus 
Now note that 
Therefore 
p?j 
rj=(l -I)‘= t (-l)i-j J . 
/=o 0 
0 
f = j$o(-l)q;) - 
PXI 
[i/PI 
= - jLp(- 1)i-j f . 
0 J 
k=O 
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Now let us write 
Recall that 
i=rp+q:Osq<p. 
(rp;q) s (;) modp. 
Thus we fmd 
[i/PI 
Si(y)[~W~- I), SNP- U- ‘-J 3 _ C (_ I)‘-kp i 
k=O ( 1 b 
mod p 
= (-l)~+~k~o(-I)rp-kp(k~) mod p 
(recall p is an odd prime so (- lypekp = (- l)‘-‘) = (- 1)4f’(l - l>‘. 
Therefore since 
(1 - l>rr 
( 
1 if r=O 
0 if r>O 
we obtain 
si(Y)CE 9 
Z1(p-1) sZt(p-1)-l : ifi<p 
: ifi>p 
as required. 0 
For values of i > p we .shall require a finer understanding of the numbers 
si(r)[E*“, S*“- 1 1. To this end we introduce: 
Definition. For each pair of non-negative integers (a, b) define 
SC&b) =; $ (-I)+~(~$.~ 
.C 0 
The numbers S(a, b) are known to satisfy the functional equation [ll; p. 33/(7)], 
P ; P. 1 W4)l 
S(a + 1,b) = S(a, b - 1) + bS(u, b). 
They are called Stirling numbers of the second kind. Starting from the initial conditions 
S(0, 0) = 1 and S(0, b) = 0 if b > 0, 
which follow from the definitions; we may obtain these numbers step by step with the aid of 
the above equation. It follows that the Stirling numbers of the second kind are non-negative 
integers, and S(u, 6) > 0 if a 2 b. 
From this discussion we therefore obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let i and n be positive integers. Then 
s,(y)[E*“, S2”-‘1 = i! S&‘i). 
In particular 
s,(y)[E*“, S*“-‘1 = 0 mod i! 
for all positive integers i. 0 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer. Then 
yi[E2”, S2”-‘1 E 0 modp : i > p. 
Proof. Recall the formula of Newton 
s,(y) = iy’ + decomposables. 
As products are zero in K(E”‘, S2”-‘) we conclude 
si(Y>CE2”, s
2n-l] = iy’[E2”, S2”-1] 
From (2.4) we therefore obtain 
YiCE2”, S2”-- 1 ] = (i -.I)! S(n, i). 
Nowfori>p 
(i- l)! =Omodp 
and the result follows. 0 
The residue of yp[E2”, S2”-‘1 mod p is intimately tied up with the arithmetic of Stirling 
numbers of the second kind. I am indebted to Professor L. Carlitz for a proof of the follow- 
ing fact: 
PROPOSITION 2.6 Let n be a positive integer 
S(n,p) = ‘_d”+’ Ei; i ( 
and p a prime. Then 
ryn-l=Omodp-1, 
otherwise. 
In particular for an odd prime p 
Proof. We have 
S(t(p - l), p) = 0 mod p, 
by Wilson’s [7] theorem. 
Since (as easily follows by induction) 
=(-l)‘-’ modp 
we get 
p-1 
S(~,P)=(-l)“,~lj’-lmodp. 
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But 
as required. lJ 
~~:j~-i E -1 modp : ifp- 1 In- 1 
( 0 mod p : otherwise 
From (2.4) and (2.5) we now obtain: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let p be an oddprime and t a positive integer. Then 
j[Ez’(p- I), ‘5$P- I)- ‘1 z 0 mod p : i 2 p, 
Proof. It only remains to consider the case i = p. From (2.4) we obtain 
yPCE 
21(g- 1) 
, S 2’(P-l)--l]= (p - l)!S(t(p - l), p) 
=Omodp 
by (2.6). •I 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let p be an oddprime and t a positive integer. Tfzen 
Proof. According to the usual algorithm for expressing symmetric functions in terms 
of elementary symmetric functions we find that 
&J(Y) = PC0 Y”‘o’ + decomposables, 
where p. E Z is a divisor of n(w). Hence 
s,(y)CE 
20-l), S20-1)- 1-J = P,y”(0)[E2’(P-l), pP-l)-l] 
and the result follows from (2.3) and (2.7). 0 
3. THE MAN RESULTS 
Let p be an odd prime. We are going to show that the mapping of the introduction 
is a monomorphism. 
To this end we must employ Stong’s description of generators for Q*“@ Z, 
[13] [14; p. 1251. We begin by recalling that 
K*(BU) = Z’[[~‘, . . ., y”, . . .]] 
and 
where 
K,(BU)=H[B,,...,P,,...l 
y* E K”(M) 
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is the ith K-theory Chern class and 
Pi E g*i(BU) 
is dual to s,(y). Via the Thorn isomorphism for K-theory the Hattori-Stong mapping 
H, : Q*“-+ K&MU) = K,(N) 
is given by 
H&W = 1 G,(Y>C~IB, 0 
where the sum ranges over all ordered partitions w. (Note that s,(v)[M] = 0 for 
2n(o) > dim M so the sum is finite.) 
For each prime p we obtain the mapping 
HecP) : S&O @ Z, + K,(MU) @ Z, 
for which Stong gives a convenient description. Following the account of [14] let US intro- 
duce : 
Definition. If P E Z!,[pr, . . .] we say that P has largest monomial pi, . * * j?,, iff 
(1) the coefficient of pi, *. . pi, in P is non-zero, 
(2) if the coefficient of pi, . . . p,, in P is non-zero then either 
(a)il+...+is<il+...+ir,or 
(b)jl+**.+js=i,+--.+i,ands>r. 
Note that a polynomial need not have a largest monomial. If P, Q E Z,[P1, . . .] have 
largest monomials p,, and j?, respectively then PQ has largest monomial j?, v ,, . If 
{Pi I pi E E, [PI 3 . . .]) are polynomials with distinct largest monomials then they are linearly 
independent over Z., . 
THEOREM (SONG). Let p be a prime. Then there exist almost complex manifolds Mgi 
of dimension 2i, i = 1,2, . . . such that H, (P)[Mp2’] has largest monomial 
PI : sf i+l#p’, s>O 
(Bps-l-1)” . if i+l=p’, s>O. 
For i + 1 f 0 mod p one may choose M,” = CP(i). In addition one may choose 
MpZp-’ = CP(P - 1). 
For a proof of this result see [ 13 ; $51 or [14; pp. 
Thus the monomials in the manifolds CM,“] 
%” 0 z,. 
Notations. For each ordered partition 
117-1271. 
of dimension 2n form a Z, basis for 
define the moment of o by 
w=(rl,...,rS) 
m(w) = f ir, . 
i= 1 
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Let 
and note that 
M, = (Mp2)” X * * * X (MP2S)‘s, 
dim M, = 2413). 
Definition. Let p be a prime and t a positive integer. Define for each partition w with 
a (U, fi) manifold NPm by 
For the partition 
excluded above let 
w # (0, . . .) t, 0, . . .) 
/ * - 
p - 1 - position 
2m(w) = 2t(p - 1) 
N”=M” 
P P . 
tA,_,=(O ,... O,t,O ,...) 
N’$._, = (E 20- 1) p(P- I)- I), , 
the (U, fr) cell discussed in the previous section. 
Let us examine the map 
in more detail. From the dual exact sequences 
0 --+ K,(S) --) K,W) + K,(MU/S) + 0 
0 + K*(S) + K*(MU) + K,(MU/S) + 0 
obtained from the cofibration 
S+MU-+MU/S 
we find that we may describe K,(MU/S) via the isomorphism 
K&U/S) = ZEpr, . . .-j/Z - 1. 
Thus the elements of K,(MU/S) may be viewed as sums of monomials j?, : w # 0. The 
mapping 
may be described by the formula 
u*CNl = m&amvm~ 
As the elements of K,(MU/S) may be viewed as polynomials in /II, . . . with zero constant 
term we may employ our ordering on monomials as in KJMU). 
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PROPOSITIOY 3.1. Let p be an odd prime and t a positire integer. Then the largest mono- 
mial in ~*(~‘[iV,‘“p - l] is /?,_I. 
Proof. This follows from (2.8) and the definitions. 0 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let p be an odd prime and t a positive integer. Then the manifolds 
{N,“lm(o) = t(p - 1)) h ave distinct largest monomials. 
Proof. This follows by observing that the monomial /J,-1 can never be the largest 
monomial of one of the manifolds {AI,” 1 m(o) = t(p - 1)) and (3.1). III 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let p be an odd prime and t a positive integer. Then the mapping 
is a monomorphism and the man[folds 
{N,” I m(w) = Q - 1)) 
form a 72, basis for 
E;or,. 
Proof. This follows from (3.2) upon recalling that the rank of 
@J, I’_ 
WP 1) 
Torsion 
is exactly the number of ordered partitions o with m(w) = t(p - 1). q 
Combining Corollaries 2.2 and 3.3 we obtain our main result: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p be an odd prime. Then the mapping 
p + W-MU/S) C3 Z, 
is a monomorphism. q 
The results stated in the introduction now follow from elementary abelian group 
arguments and the K-theory Thorn isomorphism. 
As another application of (3.2) we note: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let p be an oddprime and t a positive integer. Then the mapping 
a’*(p) : fP zt(p- 1) @ h, i s&@z, 
has kernel the l-dimensional Z, subspace spanned by [CP(p - l)?]. 
Hence under the forgetful homomorphism @* we have 
@*[CP(p - l)‘] = p[W] ES 
for some (U, fr) manijbld W. •I 
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It remains to remark that the analogs of these results for the prime 2 are false. This may 
be seen as follows: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. We have 
J,(~)[CP(~)~] 3 0 mod 2 : co # 0 
but 
Hence the mapping 
has a non-trivial kernel. 
~*(ccpu)21> # wcl E gn . 
u* (2). .g-&@E, -+ K,PWS) 63 B2 
Proof. The computation of the K-theory numbers of [CP(I)]’ may be found in 
[14; p. 1201. To see that Q,[CP(1)2] is not divisible by 2 in a,U*fi/Torsion we reason as 
follows. Suppose 
cD*[cP(ly] = 2[ U7-j. 
Then since Td[CP(1)2] = 1 we must have Td[ VJ = l/2. Next recall [6; $61 
while [6; $151 
rd[E] = l/12 
where 
[El E 
$&V’ Jr 
Torsion + O’,R,U 
is a generator. As 
WI E 
g&U’ fr 
Torsion + OJ&” 
has order 2 we have 
VI = WE1 + Ccl 
for some closed manifold C. Therefore Td[W] E Z which is a contradiction. Hence 
@.+[CP(1)2] is not divisible by 2 and the result follows. 0 
It would be of technical interest to know what the .z primary analog of our main results 
are. Is it for example true that 
fi U./r 
u*(2) : n 
Torsion @ z2 
--) K,(MU/S) 0 E2 
is manic for n= z mod 4 ? What is the situation for ns 0 mod 4 ? (3.6) Shows that Uec2) 
will not always be manic. What then is the index of @)+ 
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&I. APPLICATIONS 
The objective of this section is to show how the results of the previous section, in 
particular (3.2), may be applied to the study of the homomorphism 
Td : C&‘* jr -+ Q. 
Due to the results of [6; 5151 this study may be reinterpreted to determine the odd primary 
part of the image of the Adams e-invariant [3] 
e,: &_ 1 +Q/h 
and thereby rederive with the aid of [l; 3.71 the fact that the odd prim&y componknt of 
ImJ is a direct summand in x*‘. We begin with: 
~oPosInoN 4.1. Let n be a positive integer and (E*“, S2”-‘) the (U,j-) ceN previously 
discussed with 
ch(r) =-e’” E H2”(E2”, S2”-l ; Q). 
Then (Xl,, “*“/Torsion) @ Z[ l/2} . -g IS enerated as a E[ l/2] -module by 
Im O*(1’2) : a,,” @ Z[l/2] 
1 
+ $&?0.[1,2, 
1 
and the element 
[F”, S2”_‘] E n2”u’fr. 
Proof. This follows directly from (3.2). 0 ‘. 
Notations. (1) Continue to denote by (E2n,_Sfn-1 ) the (U,fi) cell discussed previously 
with 
., 
ch(t) = e2” E H2”(E2”, S2”-‘; Q). 
(2) Let B. denote the nth Bernoulli number. More precisely [7; p. 901 let 
The classical Bernoulli numbers may be defined by 
B, = (- l)n-1f12n 
(Note that flz,+l = 0, m 7 0.) -. - 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let n be a positive integer. Then 
-- Td[E4”, s4"-'J =(-,)"-'2 
Td[E4”+‘, S4”+‘] = 0. 
Proof. As is well known* 
kd 
4n 
= (-1)“~‘8,. 
(=?n - I)! 2n 
c, + decomposables 
l See for example the discussion on pp. 11-14 of F. HIRZEBRUCHS book Topological Methods in Algebraic 
Geometry, Third Edition, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/New York (1966). 
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and 
Hence we obtain: 
Td[E4”, S4” - ‘1 = (-l)“_‘Bn (c,(r),e’“> 
(2n - 1)!2n 
(-l>“_‘B, 
= (2n - 1)!2n 
(2n _ l)! = (-1;;‘B. 
while 
Td[E4”+2, S4n+1] = 0 
since Td,, + Z is decomposable and products are zero in H*(E4”+2, S4”+‘; Q). 0 
THEOREM 4.3. Let n be a positive integer. Then the image of the homomorphism 
Td : ;& 0 ZClPl -Q 
is the Z[1/2] submodule of Q generated by (- l>“-‘B,,j2n. The image of the homomorphism 
Td : $&,2,-Q 
is zero. 
Proof. Recall that 
Td[M] E Z : [A41 E flzmc’. 
The result is immediate from (4.1) and (4.2). fJ 
Remark. The above result constitutes merely the odd primary part of [6; 16.31. How- 
ever in [6] the results of Adams [3] on the homomorphism 
ec 
s : rt2,,,-, -+QlZ 
are employed in the proof, while we are rederiving the odd primary part of Adams’ results 
from (3.2) via (4.3). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let n be a positive integer. Then the image of the homomorphism 
ec Odd : n:,_ 1 --a Q/Z[l/Z] 
consists of the cyclic subgroup of Q/Z[ l/2] g enerated by (- I)“-‘BJ2n. The image of the 
homomorphism 
odd. S 
ec -774”+1 --) Q/W21 
is zero. 
If 8,,_ 1 E n,,_,(U) is the usual generator [5] then 
I E QPTlPl. : m odd 
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Proof. According to Conner and Floyd [6; 16.21 the diagram 
1. Td Cc 
t, *&Y-o 
is commutative. The result now follows from (4.3) and (2.1) upon recalling that 
Td[M] E Z : [A41 E R*mc. 
and applying elementary abelian group theoretic considerations. c] 
Notations and definitions. (1) For any finitely generated abelian group A let Aadd 
denote the subgroup of A consisting of elements of odd order. 
(2) Let n be a positive integer. Define an odd integer s, by requiring 
= Z’S, 
THEOREM 4.5. Let n be a positice integer. Then the Todd genus homomorphism induces 
isomorphisms 
fi U./r odd 
4” 
Torsion + @,Q,,” I z H s. 
and 
QU? fr 
1 
odd 
4n+2 
Torsion + Q&yn,, 2 
Z 0. 
Proof. This is immediate from (4.3) and elementary group theoretic considerations. 0 
5. CLOSING REMARKS 
It is perhaps instructive to apply the preceding discussions to make some concrete 
computations. We will therefore examine the cokernel of the Hurewicz map 
R * “9 r’ -+ H,(MU/S; Z). 
Let us recall that according to Cohen [14; p. 1301 that the cokernel of the Hurewicz map 
%” -+ H,,WJIS; Z> 
is the direct sum of cyclic groups H,, where w is a partition of n and 
p 
mi = 0 ( 
if i + I ,= ps for some prime p; 
otherwise. 
Let us denote this cokernel by C,, and by D,, let us denote the cokernel of 
R 2n “pfi -+ H,,(MU/S; Z). 
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We may introduce the commutative diagram 
0 
+ 
0 - fi2” u - H,,(MU; Z) - C,, - 0 
I I 
i 
I 
0 - Rz,li~f’ - H,,(MU/S ; Z) - D2n - 0 
1 ! 
0 
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of exact sequences, defining the group E,, . In view of (4. I), (4.2) and [6; 15. l] we obtain 
i 
$ lYBrnh , 
E 2m 
. n = 2m 
2n = 
0 : otherwise. 
Therefore we find: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let the notations be as aboce and let II be a positice integer. Then there 
is an exact sequence 
E odd = 
E Bd2m ’ n = 2m 
2n 0 : n odd. 
Proof. The result follows by applying the serpent lemma to the preceding diagram and 
the computation of the odd primary part of Etnodd iscussed above. 0 
From the preceding discussion we may readily compute the order of the odd primary 
part of the cokernel of 
Qrn’;*f’ -+ H,,(M/US; Z). 
In particular we note that if n is an odd positive integer then the natural map 
HAMU; 42/21) -+ H,(MUIS; ZC1/21) 
maps the image of 
R,,*/Torsion @ Z[1/2] --) H,,(MU; Z[ l/2]) 
isomorphically onto the image of 
R2,‘*fr/Torsion @ Z[ l/2] + N,,(MU/S; Z[ 1,:2]). 
X6 LARRY SMITH 
.Ickno~~~edgemenr-During the preparation of this work I profited from several conversations with 
P. E. Conner, E. E. Floyd and R. E. Stong. I am also greatly indebted to my wife Mi-Soo Bae Smith for 
considerable help with the number theory that culminated in our realization of the role played by Stirling 
numbers in the theory. 
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